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GCC index declines 4.7% as new
COVID variant spooks investors
Boursa Kuwait drops along with broad-based decline in global markets
KUWAIT: GCC markets declined for the first time in
13 months in November-2021 as the new COVID-19
variant, Omicron, sent shockwaves across financial
markets globally. The MSCI GCC index dropped 4.7
percent during the month, in line with most major
exchanges globally. In terms of market-cap, total value of listed stocks in the region declined by $205 billion to reach $3.5 trillion by the end of the month. The
monthly decline during November-2021 dented the
performance of GCC markets since the start of the
year which now stands at 29.7 percent.
Within the GCC, Abu Dhabi and Dubai exchanges
remained largely resilient to the global pressure,
although even these markets were not spared on 28November-2021, which saw steep global single day
sell-off, with declines of 1.8 percent and 5.2 percent.
Most GCC markets reported a decline during
November-2021, barring ADX and DFM that reported a gain of 8.7 percent and 7.3 percent, respectively.
Saudi Arabia’s TASI reported the biggest decline of
8.1 percent losing almost $240.3 billion in market-cap
during the month.
The decline highlighted the impact of the slide in
oil prices to below $70/b mark, although briefly. The
month also saw Abu Dhabi further strengthening its
global lead in terms of market performance since the
start of the year with a return of 69.4 percent, one of
the highest globally. Dubai also scaled up to be the
third best performing market in the GCC with a YTD21 return of 23.3 percent. On the other hand, Saudi
Arabia remained the second ranked market in the
GCC, but with a smaller lead over Dubai with a gain
of 23.8 percent.
The GCC sector performance chart showed
declines across the board during November 2021
with the exception of Diversified Financials and
Telecom indices that reported gains of 5.3 percent
and 4.2 percent, respectively, while Real Estate was
almost flat with a gain of 0.1 percent. Consumer
Durable & Apparel was the biggest decliner with a
monthly fall of 21.5 percent followed by Utilities and
Pharma & Biotech indices with declines of 13.5 percent and 12.4 percent, respectively.
Boursa Kuwait
Kuwaiti benchmarks receded during November2021 with the second-biggest drop during the month
following a broad-based decline that affected most
markets in the region as well as globally. In terms of
market segments, the Main 50 Index witnessed the
biggest monthly decline of 4.9 percent as performance of constituent stocks in the index were skewed
downwards. The Premier Market Index and the AllShare Market Index reported a monthly decline of 4.5
percent followed by the Main Market index that
receded 4.3 percent during November-2021. With the
declines, Kuwait lost one spot in terms of YTD-2021
returns and now ranks at the fourth position with a
return of 22.4 percent for the All Share Index. The
Main 50 Index was up 26.5 percent vs. 21.4 percent
gains for the Premier Market Index.

The sector performance chart also highlighted the
broader decline in the market with merely two
indices, Insurance and Health Care, showing gains of
7.6 percent and 1.8 percent, respectively, during the
month. The Basic Materials Index was the biggest
decliner with a double-digit decline of 10.4 percent
followed by the Industrials and Financial Services
indices with declines of 7.0 percent and 6.2 percent,
respectively. Large-cap indices like Banking and
Telecom witnessed mid-single digit declines. The
Banking sector index was down by 3.8 percent during
the month after shares of 9 out of ten Kuwaiti banks
declined. The Telecom index declined by 4.3 percent
reflecting decline in 4 out of 5 constituent stocks in
the index. Shares of all the three telecom providers
dropped during the month with Zain leading with a
decline of 5.0 percent.
In terms of monthly stock performance, Credit
Rating & Collection Co topped the chart with a gain
of 96.4 percent followed by Umm Al-Qaiwain General
Investments Co and Jiyad Holding Co with gains of
28.6 percent and 28.4 percent, respectively. On the
decliners side, MENA Real Estate Co topped with a
fall of 47.0 percent followed by National Co for
Consumer Industries and Salbookh Trading Co with
the declines of 38.4 percent and 27.5 percent ,
respectively. Trading activity remained upbeat during
the month with the total volume of shares traded during the month was the highest since January-2017
and increased by 14.8 percent m-o-m to 10.7 billion
shares as compared to 9.3 billion shares traded during Oct-2021.
Monthly value traded witnessed an increase of
36.8 percent to reach KD 1.7 billion in November2021 as compared to KD 1.25 billion in Oct-2021. GFH
Financial Group topped the monthly value traded
chart with KD 163.5 million worth of shares traded
followed by KFH and NBK at KD 142.1 million and
KD 122.7 million, respectively. On the monthly volume
chart, GFH Financial Group .
Saudi Arabia (Tadawul)
After witnessing gains for ten consecutive months,
the Saudi Stock Exchange reported a steep decline
during November -2021 led by a global sell-off triggered by a new variant of COVID-19. The index
closed the month below the 11,000 mark for the first
time since July-2021 at 10,761.8 points, witnessing a
monthly decline of 8.1 percent. The new COVID-19

variant further affected oil market sentiments that was
already low owing to the release of SPR by the US
government during the last week of the month.
Brent futures traded near the $70/b mark after
declining by more than 17 percent from its peak of
over $86/b seen during the last week of October2021. The decline in TASI also affected the benchmark’s YTD-21 performance which now stands at 23.8
percent, marginally above the third ranked exchange
in the region.
Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange
Abu Dhabi Exchange reported the best monthly
performance during November-2021 despite declines
towards the close of the month. The index surged for
the fourteenth consecutive month and registered a
gain of 8.7 percent to close at 8,546.52 points. With
consecutive positive performance since the start of
the year, the ADX index showed one of the highest
returns globally at 69.4 percent.
The monthly sector performance chart remained
mixed but was skewed towards gainers with six out of
the nine sectors recording gains during the month.
The Telecom index led the way registering 24.1 percent gain during the month mainly led by gain in
shares of Emirates Telecom Corp that was up 24.8
percent during the month followed by Sudan
Telecommunication Company which saw a 10.6 percent increase in its share prices.
Dubai Financial Market
The DFM index rose significantly into positive territory during November-2021 and was second-best
performing market during the month after ADX. The
benchmark witnessed a gain of 7.3 percent during the
month and closed at 3,072.9 points after a marginal
0.7 percent monthly decline in October-2021. Gains
came mainly on the back of the news that Dubai government plans to list as much as ten state-owned
firms in Dubai Stock Exchange. In terms of YTD-21
performance, the index showed returns of 23.3 percent at the end of November-2021, the third highest
in the GCC after ADX and TASI. In terms of sector
performance, five out of nine sectoral indices dipped
into the red during the month, however, the Financial

and Investment Services index jumped 37.3 percent.
Qatar Exchange
After reaching multi-year high levels during
October-2021, the QE 20 Index reported the thirdbiggest m-o-m decline during November-2021. The
index closed the month at 11,386.31 points registering
a decline of 3.2 percent. The Qatar All Share Index
also reported a decline of 3.2 percent, indicating a
broad-based weakness in the market. With the
decline during Nov-2021, the YTD-2021 returns for
the QE 20 index was slashed to 9.1 percent, one of the
lowest performance in the GCC. Comparatively, the
QE All Share index reported a relatively higher YTD21 growth of 12.8 percent.
Bahrain Bourse
Bahrain All Share index dipped into the red, albeit
marginally, during November-2021 led by a broadbased decline. The index fell 0.8 percent during the
month to close at 1,729.6 points after gains at the
start of the month was completely wiped off by the
end of the month. The index was in the green until the
last trading day, but a decline of 1.4 percent on 30November-2021 pushed MTD gains in the red. In
terms of YTD-21 performance, the index is up 16.1
percent for the first eleven months of the year, ranking
fifth in the GCC.
Muscat Securities Market
The Omani stock market recorded 1.8 percent
decline during November-2021 after witnessing 3.4
percent gain during October-2021. The MSX index
closed slightly above the 4,000 mark at 4,000.35
points after consistent declines at the start of the
month was only partially offset by gains during the
second half. In terms of YTD-21 performance, the
MSX index was up 9.3 percent this year making it the
second-lowest gaining market in the GCC this year. In
terms of sector performance, all the three main sectors of the exchange fell into negative territory during
November-2021.The Services Sector index fell 3.6
percent during the month whereas the Industrial and
Financial indices reported declines of 2.4 percent and
0.5 percent, respectively.

NBK officially launches
SWIFT payment controls

A group photo taken after the inaugural ceremony

Burgan Bank
relocates its
head office,
main branch
KUWAIT:
Burgan
Bank
announced the relocation of its
headquarters and main branch to
the new building in Abdallah al
Ahmad Street in Kuwait City. The
new headquarters was inaugurated under the patronage of the
Governor of the Capital, Sheikh
Talal Al-Khaled Al-Ahmad AlSabah, in the presence of Majed
Essa Al-Ajeel, Chairman of
Burgan Bank Group, Masoud M J
Hayat, Vice Chairman and Group
CEO, and Raed Al-Haqhaq,
Deputy Group CEO & CEOKuwait, in addition to senior
managers and officials from
Burgan Bank and the Capital
Governorate.
Burgan’s new head office has
been optimized to provide a
working environment that supports more effective teamwork,
quality interaction and greater
productivity. The modern and
spacious main branch area was
completely revamped to serve
customers with the full range of
Burgan’s top-notch services in a

comfortable space that promotes
greater human engagement,
ensures a great banking experience, and leads to the highest level
of customer satisfaction.
During the inauguration ceremony, the Capital Governor
Sheikh Talal Al-Khaled Al-Ahmad
Al-Sabah declared “The banking
sector is one of the main pillars of
improving the national economy
and advancing sustainable social
and economic development, and
Burgan Bank is a major banking
institution and a recognized leading force in Kuwait’s banking
sector. It has greatly contributed
to the development of fair competition and to the continuous
improvement of banking products and services, thus supporting the banking sector’s efforts
aiming at achieving the strategic
objective of transforming Kuwait
to a financial and commercial
center in the region.”
Majed
Essa
Al-Ajeel,
Chairman of Burgan Bank Group,
said “Burgan is working steadily
on confirming its leading position
in the traditional and digital
banking activities locally and
regionally. The carefully planned
strategic transformations reflect
our strong commitment to provide our customers with the best
banking experience through the
highest quality of services, the
most rewarding products, and the

KUWAIT: Governor of the Capital Governorate Sheikh Talal Al-Khaled
Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah, Majed Essa Al-Ajeel, Masoud M J Hayat and
Raed Al-Haqhaq, during the inauguration of the new headquarters.
safest banking environment. We
will continue to rely on the pillars
of sustainability, digitization, and
investment in employees’ development in order to closely align
the Bank’s culture with its strategic objectives and to maximize
value for all stakeholders.”
Commenting on the relocation,
Masoud M J Hayat, Vice
Chairman and Group CEO of
Burgan Bank Group said
“Moving to our new headquarters is one of many important
changes to come. We are endeavoring to support the implementation of our strategy by strengthening our assets, investing in the
digital transformation, in addition

to enhancing a sustainable, innovative and effective corporate
culture. We are confident that
the new move will greatly support our growth and development
objectives and facilitate the delivery of a mix of the best-in-class
digital and traditional banking
services and products to all our
customers.”
Backed by its strategic investment in developing its employees
and expanding its digital services,
Burgan Bank is set to keep its
promise of excellence and
strengthen its position as an
active driver of positive change
and trendsetter in the banking
sector locally and regionally.

KUWAIT: National Bank of investments over the past years to
Kuwait (NBK) has officially upgrade its payment and transfer
launched SWIFT Payment systems. It is also the first bank to
Controls, which is the latest smart introduce the latest technologies
solution that helps in mitigating in the area of instant payments
fraudulent attacks, stopping high- and transfers in Kuwait, including
risk payments in addition to tracking transfers on its digital
enhancing security level, thanks channels: NBK Mobile Banking,
to its unique alert and reporting NBK Online Banking and NBK
capabilities.
Online Corporate Banking,
SWIFT Payment Controls enabling customers to check the
which was implementstatus of their transed in NBK-Kuwait
fers online in quick
and overseas branchand secure way. “As
es will provide conpart of the consistrols including realtent strides to align
time alerting and
with the key pivots
blocking of sent payof the bank’s digital
ments to detect and
transformation
prevent high-risk
strategy, we conpayments, as well as
stantly explore new
providing protection
trends in the area of
by blocking suspi- Mohammad Al-Kharafi banking technology
cious payments and
to improve the
daily reporting of
quality of our banktransaction status and recovery.
ing services. Now, we are reaping
On this occasion, Mohammad the fruits of these efforts as the
Al-Kharafi, General Manager, bank has succeeded in changing
Head of Group Operations at landscape of the digital payment
National Bank of Kuwait said: solutions in Kuwait by providing
“NBK always leads the way in a wide range of advanced payadopting the latest innovations in ment solutions,” he elaborated.
financial technology with the aim
Al-Kharafi concluded by
of providing high quality service praising the efforts of the bank’s
to its customers.” “SWIFT team who worked to ensure the
Payment Controls is one of the successful implementation of this
most advanced solutions that will service in a smooth and highly
help enhance NBK’s competitive efficient way, despite the chaledge in the payment systems lenging circumstances posed by
domain, thanks to its capabilities the pandemic. It is worth menin providing real-time monitoring tioning that in 2021, National
of payments and taking instant Bank of Kuwait received a numaction to stop fraudulent transac- ber of Global Finance Magazine’s
tions,” he noted.
annual awards for Kuwait in
Al-Kharafi highlighted that, in recognition of its excellence as a
line with its digital transformation provider of innovative, advanced
strategy, NBK has made large payment solutions.

